When connected to GPS

Unique Distress Beacon

Selectable 1,2,5 or 5 Watts of transmit power on marine band.

Rugged Magnesium Die-cast case construction

Includes 1300 mAh Lithium-ion battery, 120 / 220 VAC and 12 VDC 3 hours chargers, Drop in charger NMEA cradle.

FBA-23 Encryption Unit

FVP-31

INDUSTRY FIRST,

AVAILABLE IN BLACK

• Submersible

The first time marine users have the capability of knowing and working on marine VHF, Family Radio Service, and the High-powered Multi-User Radio Service! Want to know what is going on in the world around you? The HX470S is your new Portable Marine VHF and has the following features.

The HX470S is the first marine portable transceiver capable of receiving AM, FM, and Aeronautical bands. Want a submersible radio to take along hiking; skiing, hunting or just to enjoy the water? The HX470S is your new Portable Marine VHF.

First Portable Marine transceiver capable of receiving AM, FM, and Aeronautical bands!

With the HX470S, simply press the BAND key to select the FM band, and tune to your favorite channel. Want to listen to a ball game on the AM Broadcast band? You can with the HX470S.

TRI-BAND

Standard Horizon reserves the right to make changes and enhancements to products at our discretion. Current standards for submersibility to 3 feet for 30 minutes continuously.

Weight (Approx.) 9.3 oz. (265 g) with FNB-80LI

Operating Temperature 1.7 A (Marine High Power) 68 mA (Standby, Saver Off)

Channel Steps: 100 kHz

Modulation Type Variable Reactance

Selectivity 12 kHz / 25 kHz (Intermodulation 65 dB Typical)

Sensitivity 0.2 V for 12 dB SINAD (Marine & MURS Band)

3rd: – 1 MHz

2nd: 450 kHz 10.7 MHz

MURS Band (USA only)

FRS Band (USA only)

Submersible

Tightens a single wrench and making it easier to change channel and move batteries. The HX470S will lift the DISTRESS cover and depress the DISTRESS key. The HX470S will withstand the physical abuse a Portable receives connected to a GPS. Connecting the HX470S to a GPS allows the position of your Portable Marine VHF and more.

Rugged Magnesium Die-cast Construction

A light source, continuous beacon or in time of distress a beacon broadcasting the unique case insures the HX470S will withstand the physical abuse a Portable receives.